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SYNOPSIS

The chemistry of phosphonitrilic compounds is reviewed. Methods of
synthesis of the phosphonitrilic chloride and lsothlocyanate trimer and
polymer are mentioned, together with kinetic studies and theories of
the mechanism of polymerisation of the phosphonitrilic chloride trimer.

The preparation and purification of the phosphonitrilic chloride trimer
and polymer and the subsequent synthesis of the phosphonitrilic isothio-
cyanate trimer and polymer are described. Bulk polymerization of the
phosphonitrilic lsothlocyanate was carried out between 100° and 130°C.
Solution and catalytic polymerization were carried out between 100° and
130° C and 115° and 125° respectively.

The method of analysis to determine the degree of polymerization of
the isothiocyanate trimer by examining the infra-red spectra, the peak,
which occurs at the frequency of 895cm using the Perkin-ELmer 621
spectrophotometer and the determination of the products formed during
bulk catalytic polymerization using the Griffin and George D-6 gas

liquid ohromatograph are described. The author discusses how the
polymerization of the isothiocyanate trimer occurs.

The possible mechanism involved in the formation of the phosphonitrilic
isothiocyanate trimer and polymer from the phosphonitrilic chloride
trimer and polymer is fully discussed.

Further, the author investigated the bulk polymerization of the iso¬
thiocyanate trimer at low conversion in order to avoid complications

arising from increased viscosity of the polymer. It is shown that below
$0% conversion, it is not possible to determine the order of reaction
and it is suggested that more research will have to follow the reaction
at lower conversions with a continuous method of analysis.

It was found that benzoic acid catalyzed the polymerization of the

phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate trimer showing an initial rapid polymer¬
ization taking place. The volatile products of the benzoic acid-

catalyzed polymerization were identified.



The author investigated the solution polymerization over a temperature

range 100°/130° C in an attempt to be able to obtain kinetic data
which could be analysed via a differential method. It was found that
below a temperature of 120° the degree of polymerizaiion was so low
that it was not detectable.

The possible mechanism involved in the catalyzed and uncatalyzed bulk
polymerization of the phosphonitrlllc isothiocyanate trimer are

discussed. The author suggests that an anionic or cattonic mechanism
is possible in the uncatalyzed bulk polymerization and indicates the

initiation, propagation and termination steps that might occur.

R. Tellez,
Department of Chemistry,
University of St. Andrews
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CHARTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A. General and Historical

(1—3 )Staudingerv ~ y (1920-30) demonstrated that many-

materials in organic chemistry possessed chain formulae
/

e.g. synthetic peptides> rubber and materials such as

polystyrene and paraformaldehyde. These macromolecular

structures contain large numbers of simple molecular

units (monomers) covalently linked together in

linear chains. Organic materials can be polymerized to

form long-chain compounds. Many organic polymers do not

possess linear chains; under certain conditions branched

polymers and crosslinked 3-D networks can be obtained.

The formation of these polymers is due to the ability

of the tetrahedral carbon atom to undergo unlimited

covalent combination with other carbon atoms.

This ability to undergo unlimited covalent

combination with other atoms is not restricted to

carbon, many other elements in the periodic table are

capable of similar behaviour,
if

In inorganic polymer chemistry, with which this
if

thesis is concerned, the vast majority of polymers are

formed by elements situated close to carbon in the
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periodic table. The structure of both homo- and hetro-

chain inorganic polymers are dependent upon the valency

of the elements forming the chains. Whereas organic

polymers based on carbon chains consist of 4-valent
4

interconnected atoms, phosphorus and the other elements

in group Vb are trivalent and should be capable of

forming 3-D loosely linked networks. In fact sheet

polymers are formed with strong directional bonding

in the plane of these sheets and relatively weak forces

operating between individual sheets.
4 4

Boron in group Illb, also trivalent, forms

loosely linked 3-D structures mentioned above and the

various crystalline varieties of this element have

complicated cage like structures. It is found that most

heterochain polymers contain a repeat unit of two
4

different atoms, one of which is usually the divalent

oxygen atom or the trivalent nitrogen atom. In most

polymers containing nitrogen the nitrogen atom behaves

in an essentially divalent manner and utilizes its third

valency by forming linkages of a double character with

the second monomer atom. This is the case in

phosphonitrilic chain where the third valency of nitrogen

is involved in pTT-dTT bonding with phosphorus atom.

This thesis is concerned with the phosphonitrilic
4

polymers, more particularly phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate

trimer and polymer.
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Interest in the phosphonitrilics or polyphosphazenes

has been stimulated by the objectives of obtaining

polymer species with high thermal stabilities. These

phosphorus-nitrogen compounds were first obtained by

Liebig in an effort to prepare the amides of phosphoric

acid by the action of ammonia on phosphorus

pentachloride"1"^ .

The phosphonitriles, sometimes referred to as the
4

phosphazenes, are inorganic phosphorus nitrogen polymers
4

formed from the repeat link -(XpP=N)—, where X can be
' 1 ' i 4 4

halogen, pseudohalogen, hydroxyl, alkoxy, aryloxy,

alkyl, aryl, amine or substituted amine, azide, or

mercapto groups. Representative structures are the

cyclic trimer, (fig. Ia) the cyclic tetramer (fig. Ib),
and the high polymer (fig. Ic).

The preparation of phosphonitrilic chloride trimer
«•

(fig. Ia where X=C1) is most important, since this is

the starting point for the most common method of

preparing substituted phosphonitrilic trimer where

X=NCS and hence the polymer.
/

q
Rose , in 1834- described the reaction between

4

phosphorus pentachloride and ammonia, whilst in the

same volume, Liebig and Wohler"^ described a similar

reaction. Analysis"'""'" led to the formula P^NpCl^, and
Liebig observed that the compound, a white crystalline

solid could be steam-distilled or boiled
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with acid or alkali without appreciable decomposition.

The subject was not pursued by Liebig, but at his
IP

suggestion, Gladstone in 1849 continued the study of

phosphorus-nitrogen compounds. lie detailed the method of

preparation from phosphorus pentachloride and ammonium

chloride, and adopted Liebig's formula P-,N0C1|-.O
^ p u,

Laurent"^a and Gerhardt"'"^t> disputed the correctness of

the formula on theoretical grounds and suggested the

empirical formula PiTClp. At a later date, Gladstone and
14

Holmes revised the work of the former and adopted

Laurent and Gerhardt1s formula; at the same time

showing on the basis of vapour density measurements, the
15

molecular formula must be P-,N-,Clr. rater, i/ichelhaus
p p 6

confirmed these results, and suggested the structural

formula as shown in (fig. Id).
16

Stokes suggested that phosphonitrilic chloride

was only one of a homologous series of compounds

having the general formula (PNC10) , and he isolated~

(L. X

from the reaction products of phosphorus pentachloride

and ammonium chloride the tetramer (PHClp)^. He also
obtained an oily chloride (PKC1D) of high, but notd X

specified, molecular weight. Further investigation by
18

Stokes ° revealed a homologue whose molecular weight

corresponded to nearly (PNClp)n• He successfully
separated, by distillation at reduced pressure, the

homologues where x=4, 5 and 6, and also the hepta
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compound, although yields were low due to nolymerization .

The cyclic nature of the trimer lias been suggested

by Wichelhaus, and proposed by Stokes who performed a

series of experiments which characterised the cyclic
( 1 O O ^ ' O ~7

oligomers^ °~ . In 1924-, Schenck and Romer ^ modified

the original synthesis and used a mixture of phosphorus

pentachloride and ammonium chloride in a refluxing

inert solvent such as sym.-tetrachloroethane.

B.Synthesis of Phosphonitrilic Chlorides

This section of the chapter deals with general

and specific methods for the preparation of

phosphonitrilic chlorides, including the early

preparation performed by Stokes.

Phosphonitrilic chlorides can be synthesised by

the reaction of phosphorus pontachloride with ammonium

chloride. This reaction leads to the formation

nNH^Cl + nPClc- *(KPCl?)n + 4nHCl

of a number of phosphonitrilic derivatives (NPC^) •

The cyclic trimer (NPClp)^, a white crystalline solid
m.p. 114*C, is the species formed in greatest yield.

Smaller quantities of the cyclic tetramer (NPCl^)^,
another white crystalline solid, m.p. 12S*C, are also

formed. The pentamer, hexamer, and higher cyclic

honologues are further products together with a series
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of "end-stopped" linear oils of structure:

Clx P-(NPC10) -N-i'Cl,.3 2 n 4-

The products are separated from each, other

by solvent extraction. The details of the extraction

will be dealt with in Chapter II.

The synthesis can be influenced by a number of

reaction variables:

i) the absence, or presence, of a solvent,

ii) the nature of the solvent,
iii)the reaction temperature,

iv) and the ratio and order of addition of

the reactants.

The early synthesis of phosphonitrilic chloride

was carried out in the absence of a solvent, .airly

workers prepared phosphonitrilic chlorides in small

yields by reacting gaseous ammonia with. phosphorus

pentachloride^2s10525526'22>. Stokes^16'12'19) heated

ammonium chloride with phosphorus pentachlorid.e in

sealed tubes at temperatures between 150' and 200'C.

The high pressure of hydrogen chloride which built up

in the tubes gave rise to an explosion hazard, and was

a distinct disadvantage in this method of preparation.

A reaction similar to that of Stokes was carried,

out in an autoclave at 120'C with removal of the excess
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24
hydrogen chloride pressure during the reaction . A 40%

yield of mixture of trimer and tetramer was reported by

a more convenient, solid-phase preparation, in which an

intimate mixture of phosphorus pentachloride and excess

of ammonium chloride was heated fop 4,to 6 hours at

145-160*C in a large Pyrex tube^u'^'^\ The hydrogen

chloride evolved was released through a sulphuric acid

bubbler. In this reaction the conversion to

phosphonitrilic chlorides was in the region of 95%«
A method of preparation was devised by Schenck

n

and Romer in which the reaction was carried out in the

presence of a solvent. These authors carried out the

reaction between an approximately equimolar mixture of

ammonium chloride and phosphorus pentachloride. The

mixture was refluxed at 155*6 for 20 hours, during

which time hydrogen chloride was evolved. Vacuum

distillation separated from the solvent a mixture of

phosphonitrilic chlorides as a crystalline and oily

conglomerate. The residue left by benzene extraction

constituted a 40% yield of mixed trimer and tetramer,

of which about 75% was trimer.

Paddock and co-workers^ investigated this reaction

further, and found that two series of compounds were

formed:

i) if phosphorus pentachloride is added
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over 7 to 8 hours to a suspension ox ammonium chloride

in refluxing tetrachloroethane the cyclic phosphonitrilics

are the main products.

ii) If the reaction is carried out in the

presence of excess phosphorus pentachloride, the

product is predominantly a mixture of uend-capped", oily,

linear polymers of formula (NPC^^PCl^, where n = 10
to 20.

If

Modifications of the Schenck, Romer preparation,

has provided a cheap, simple, high yield synthesis

which has been developed into a manufacturing process

for which a substantial number of patents have been

granted^^2-36)^ changes in the process include the use

of monochlorobenzene as a possible replacement for

sym-tetrachloroethane, addition of a metal chloride

which can co-ordinate with ammonia, reaction of

phosphorus trichloride, chlorine and ammonia in an

36inert solvent' . Individual phosphonitrilic chlorides

(from the trimer to the heptamer) can be separated

from mixtures by use of a differential solvent

partitioning system of an inert organic liquid and a

strong mineral acid.

C.Polymerization of Phosphonitrilic Compounds

Specific phosphonitrilics polymerize readily to

high polymers. This section will be concerned with

phosphonitrilics, particularly with the polymerization
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of phosphonitrilic chlorides and phosphonitrilic

isothiocyanates.

a) Pol.ymei'ization of phosnhonitrilic chlorides

The classic experiment for preparing high polymers

from the phosphonitrilic chloride trimer, or tetramer,

involves heating an evacuated ampoule containing cyclic

trimer or tetramer at 250-350*9 from 4- to 24- hours.

Macrocyclic, linear or cross-linked high polymers are

19
formed. Stokes ' first observed this behaviour,

towards the end of the nineteenth century. He noted

that at temperatures of about 300'C a rubber-like

material was formed, which he called "Inorganic rubber".

The polymers include both linear or branched

macromolecules, which are soluble in benzene or toluene,

and a cross-linked rubbery polymer which is swelled but

is not totally insoluble in many organic solvents. The

cross-linked polymer is formed from the open-chain species

during the reaction, although under carefully controlled

conditions (4-8 hours at 250'C) the un-cross-linked polymer

may be isolated before cross-linking occurs^'>J.

Gross

^rubber
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The bulk polymerization of (NPC^)^ in sealed
glass tubes does not occur at a measureable rate below

/

230*0, but proceeds rapidly between 270* and 300*0^,
The bulk polymerization of phosphonitrilic chloride

J

(trimer) has been investigated extensively, though

results have not been conclusive. Perhaps controversy

over results will only be settled when attention has

been paid to sample preparation and to analysis of
40

results, Gimblett has surveyed some of the variables

involved, such as the type of glass used in the
i

polymerization vessel, trimer purity, the volume of

the trimer relative to the volume of the vessel and

methods of analysing the extent of polymerization.

In certain heteroatomsystems, equilibration

and polymerization are synonymous. Work by Schmitz-
»

Dumont/r"'" has shown that the same mixture of trimer,

and higher polymers is formed when either species is

heated in a quartz tube at 600*0, His work suggests

that a dynamic equilibrium exists between rings and chains.

This work is supported to the same extend by Soulen
42

and Silverman who experimented on the effect of

pressure in polymerization. It was found that increasing

pressure favours the formation of high polymer but

retards its rate of formation.

Kinetic studies have been carried out by Patat
46 44

and co-workers and Gimblett , In these laboratories
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MacCallum and Werninck^ have also studied the kinetics

of the first 30% of polymerization, and the fact emerges

that their results, within the limit of experimental

error, give reasonably good straight lines for zero-

first-, and second-order kinetics, although the

origin was not a common point on any of the plots.

The second order plot fit was marginally best, and is
4-6

m agreement with the findings of Patat and Prombling ,

but there is a marked difference between the

activation energies quoted by these authors. A partial

similarity in these results with those obtained for

the kinetic study of the polymerization of the

phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate will be shown in

Chapter III and IV.

Solution polymerization has been reviewed by
4-7 4-9

Allcock . Patat and co-workers y used non hydrogen

containing solvents to prevent the formation of

hydrogen chloride at elevated temperatures of

polymerization.

It has been found that a wide variety of

impurities or additives increase the rate of polymerization.
48

Colclough and Gee took great pains to purify the

chlorotrimer before use and found that there was a definite

catalytic effect of some impurities present. It was

reported^ (and later questioned) that the polymerization

of (NPClp)^ in bulk and in solution is catalyzed by traces
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of oxygen. The polymerization is in fact inhibited by
/Llq 50

large amounts of oxygen or air^ , Catalysis by such

species as benzoic acid, ketones, ethers, alcohols,

peroxides and metals such as zinc, tin, an<J sodium
51 52

appear to be well established by Konecny^ et al.

They also noted that certain substances had no marked

effect on the rate. One of these, sulphur, has been tested

in the laboratories here at St. Andrews and found to be

a good catalyst at 250*C producing a very rubbery black

polymer-^.
Two types of reaction mechanism have been proposed

to explain the polymerization of (NPClp)^,
The first, and earlier mechanism involves a free

radical chain process, and the second requires an

ionic-type polymerization mechanism.

i) The free radical mechanism was proposed to

account for the kinetics of polymerization in solution .

The mechanism proposes the homolytic fission of the
54

P-N bond, but evidence from Allcock and Best's-^ work

involving conductivity and dielectric constant,

measurement precludes the likelihood of a free-radical

mechanism.

ii) The ionic polymerization mechanism was first

suggested by Konecny et al^^>52)^ as a result of his

investigation of catalyzed reactions. It was noted that

the compounds which increased the rate of polymerization
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were these which would be expected, to remove a chloride

ion from phosphorus in (hTOlp)-, and it was proposed that
even in the uncatalyzed reaction, polymerization was

C52 53)
preceded, by thermal ionization of chloride from trimerw

b) Polymerization of the phosphonitrilic isothiocyanates.

This sub-section will deal with the preparations

of the phosphonitrilic isothiocyanates (trimer and. tetramer),
and. with the main reason for the investigation of this

system; as well as with the polymerization of

phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate system.

Much interest has been shown in the potential

industrial uses of the phosphonitrilic polymers,

these have been extensively reviewed by Iiaiduc .

The existence of phosphonitrilic isothiocyanates
57

was first reported by Otto and Audrieth . Many attempts

have been made to replace chlorine atoms of phosphonitrilic

chlorides by other structural units, in order to prepare

derivatives which might then be subjected to polymerization

to yield elastomeric inorganic-organic polymeric prod.ucts

of greater hydrolytic and thermal stability. The long

chain halide polymers have shown much promise for industrial

use, but their main draw-back is that the phosphorus

chloride bond is hydrolytically unstable. The chlorine

atoms have been replaced, partially and/or completely

by the solvolytic action of water, alcohols, ammonia
58

amines and hydrazine^', bxcept for evidence that the
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chlorine atom can be replaced by azide groups, no
59

previous attempts have been reported^ entailing

introduction of other halogenoid groups in the

phosphonitrilic ring system.
57

Otto and Audrieth"' found that the interaction of

potassium thiocyanate and phosphonitrilic chloride(trimer)
in acetone gave rapid quantitative precipitation of

"potassium chloride leaving phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate

(trimer), wbich could be recovered from the solvept medium

as a white crystalline product melting at 42 * C .

The tetramer can be prepared in a similar way using the

phosphonitrilic chloride (tetramer).

(PNC12)5'4 + 6(8)KSCN * (PN(NCS)2)?\ + 6(8)KC1

Hofmann produced the phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate

(trimer) as a yellow oil. His preparation was essentially
/

that of Otto and Audrieth, except that methyl cyanide

was used as a solvent for the reaction instead of

acetone. The preparation was varied by Stahlberg and
/

SI
Steger- by using the phosphonitrilic bromide (trimer),
instead of the chloride, and acetonitrile as the solvent

for the reaction. The author has slightly modified the

reaction carried out by Otto and Audrieth by performing

the reaction for the preparation of the isothiocyanate

trimer, under an atmosphere of dry nitrogen.
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The phosphonitrilic isothiocyanates undergo

polymerization to rubber-like products. The polymers.

havo been produced at temperatures above 150* >60,o2)
The extent of polymerization was established by a

solubility criterion^. The polymerizate was extracted

with benzene for 2A hours: at 145*0 after 100 minutes

the extent of polymerization of the trimer was 38$. The

author found that at a temperature of lpO'C for the

same time, the extent of polymerization was 56$. The

amount of polymerization was determined in this work via
62

an infra-red technique. Hofmann has noted that the

polymer obtained from the isothiocyanate trimer, is

stable in moist air and heat stable in air up to 300*C.

These two facts have, naturally, generated interest in

the phosphonitrilic isothiocyanates. The reaction

products of these compounds with ammonia, amines,

alcohols and hydrazine derivatives have been

characterised60.
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Characterization of the Phosphonitrilic isothiocvanate trimer

Analytical data

C

Theoretical 14.9#

"Found57 15.1#

Found6i|" 15.1#

Molecular weight

Molecular weight was determined cryoscopically

in benzene, the results obtained

Theoretical 483';>7
Found 466, 475, 479, 48857.
Infra-red absorptions

NCS 1060(m) 1959(v.s.) 1980(w) 2005(w)

Ring 895(m)
v.s. - very strong, m - medium, v; - weak,

units - cm-"*"
The isothiocyanates cause broad intensive

absorption in the region 1950 and 2100 cm~^, and in

contrast to thiocyanates a band at 900-1100 cm . A

further intensive infra-red band occurs at 1060 cm"

due to the NCS grouping and a ring vibration was

identified at 895 cm ^ and has proved most important

in this study.

Thermal degradation

The results of thermal degradation are shown

below:- ^

N P S

26.1# 19.2# 59.8#

26.0# 19.8# 59.5#

25.9# 19.6# 39.85#



Temperature (*C) at which sample reaches fixed

percentage decomposition.

(NCS)2P = N 10% 30% 30%
2.62 341 436

A 30% residue was left of high thermal stability

the residue had the texture of hard brittle ceramic,

was noted that an atmosphere of HpS was present due t
hydrolysis of the side groups.
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GHAPTEK II

T&vJiiiflIQUEL. : .LSIjJ l-la'i'llODS

Preparation of the phosphonitrilic trimer

The starting point for the preparation of the

phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate is the chloride trimer.

The trimer (PNC^)^ was obtained from three sources:
i) by standard preparative methods,

ii) from Albright and ./ilson Ltd., Birmingham.

iii) K & K Laboratories Incorporated,

Plainview, N.Y. Hollywood, California; the distributer

in England being Kodak Limited, Kirby, Lancashire.

(a) Preparation of the phosphonitrilic chloride triner

The trimer was prepared in a manner similar to

that employed by Paddock . A mixture of phosphorus

pentachloride (PCl^), and a slight excess of ammonium
chloride (NH^Cl) were refluxed in &ym-tetrachloroethane
fox1 about 10 hours. The reaction was conducted in a

fume cupboard, as during the reaction substantial

quantities of hydrogen chloride (HCl) were evolved.

After the completion of the reaction, excess NH^Cl was
filtered off from the pale brown solution formed, the

solvent being removed by distilling under reduced pressure.

An oily, rubber- like material and crystalline solids

were recovered from the large quantity" of the brown

mixture produced.
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The lower cyclic polymers were removed by repeated

extraction with light petroleum. Concentrated sulphuric

acid in which the trirner is more soluble was used for its

extraction. After several extractions from the petroleum

solution it was assumed that the trimer had almost totally

passed into the sulphuric acid solvent. The solution was

carefully and slowly diluted by the addition of water

until all the trimer was precipitated from the mother

liquor. Particular care has to be exercised in the

dilution as this has a marked effect on the yield. The

trimer obtained was redissoived by additions of fresh

portions of petroleum ether. The dilute sulphuric acid

solution was washed with petroleum ether a iTumber of

times until all the previously precipitated trimer had.

been dissolved into the petroleum ether. The solvent was

removed by evaporating und.er vacuum, a d.eposit of

phosphonitrilic chloride trimer was left.

The trimer was further purified by recrystallisation

from petroleum ether and finally by sublimation under

reduced pressure at temperature of 90*C . The melting

point of the phosphonitrilic chloride trimer was 113•5*0

(literature value 114*C),

The product obtained from Albright and Wilson, and

in later stages that from Kodak was used for most of the

experimental work. The substance obtained from these two

sources was purified by sublimation as described above,
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and stored in a vacuum desiccator until used. The melting

point of this product corresponded to the literature value
of 114'C and an infra red spectrum of this material

corresponded to spectra in the literature*

v

(b) Preparation of the phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate trirner

In this preparation it was essential to use absolutely

anhydrous reagents and solvents. The first part of this
/

sub-section will deal with the preparing of the reagents,

and the second part with the actual preparation of the

trimer. The reagents acetone and potassium thiocyanate
/

* /

were obtained from B.D.H. Chemicals Ltd., and were Analar

chemicals.

i) Acetone

The Analar' acetone was allowed to stand over

anhydrous sodium sulphate in a well stoppered bottle

for two days. It was then fractionally distilled with a

Glinsky still head, and the portion which boiled in the

temperature range 56*5* to 57.0*0 was collected in a

receiver protected from atmospheric moisture, and

was stored over molecular sieves (type 34), until further

use.

ii) Potassium thiocyanate

The 'Analar1 potassium thiocyanate was placed in

an oven and dried overnight at a temperature of 125*C,

it was allowed to cool under vacuum in a desiccator before

use •
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iii) The preparation of the .trimer

The trimer preparation was in essence that carried
2'

out by Tesi , the only minor modification was that the

reaction was performed under an atmosphere of oxygen-

free-nitrogen.

A solution containing the phosphonitrilic chloride

trimer (PNClp)^ (0.1 mole) in acetone (200 cm^) was added
to a solution-slurry of potassium thiocyanate KSCN

(0.6mole) in acetone (200 cm-7) with constant

agitation over a period of' approximately ten minutes.

The reaction mixture was then heated to the boiling

point of acetone and allowed to remain at this

temperature for a few minutes. The precipitate of

potassium chloride (KC1) formed was removed by rapid

filtration under vacuum, and washed thoroughly with

warm acetone and the filtrate cooled and was kept at

the temperature of a dry-ice bath for two hours. The

white crystalline product obtained was separated by

filtration and washed with cold acetone, and finally

dissolved in n-heptane and recrystallized by again

cooling in a. dry-ice bath. The yield obtained was 75$

and the melting point of the product was found to be

41 *C compared to the literature value of 42*C.

Bulk Polymerization

The reaction tubes used for polymerization were
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thoroughly cleaned by immersing overnight in freshly

made chromic acid, They were then rinsed out several times

in distilled water, and finally washed with acetone.

They were dried overnight in an oven.

The vessels used for polymerization were made

by sealing a glass tube of suitable length to a B 14

cone. These tubes were then "necked11 at a suitable

point.Appropriate amounts of purified trimer were

weighed into these tubes, and then placed on a vacuum

line and left to evacuate to approximately 10-/|~ torr

for a time interval of approximately 45 minutes. After

this time the tubes were sealed off at the "neck" and

placed into a light metal cannister, a lid being

screwed down on the cannister. The cannisters had

been perforated in order to allow a free flow of oil

around the glass ampules. Each cannister was suspended

from a stand by a rigid metal wire.

The polymerization proceeded when the cannister

with the capsule inside was lowered into a

thermostatically controlled oil-bath.

The oil-bath was heated by means of two heaters,

one of which supplied the main source of heat, and the

second controlled by a temperature sensitive device. The

heat output was controlled by varying voltage input to

the heaters through variable voltage transformers. The

temperature was controlled by a mercury in glass
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thermometer, in conjunction with a Sunvic controller.

In this system, when the mercury level rose sufficiently

to make contact with a pre-set metal point, a current

flowed to the Sunvic device which then cut the current

to the heater. It was found that the temperature could

be controlled to within - 1*C.

Analysis

Investigation of the products of polymerization

after completion of reaction at elevated temperatures,

involved first, cleaning oil off the external surface

of the tubes followed' by spotting with a red-hot piece of

glass-rod on to a scratch mark on the surface of-the ampule.
Kinetic analysis was carried out with a view to

determine the order of the reaction and the

activation energy.

Klinetic Analysis

The application of the laws of Lambert and Beer

were used as a basis for the determination of the

extent of polymerization of the phosphonitrilic

isothiocyanate trimer. At this stage it is important to

consider the basis of these laws.

Lambert's Lav;

This lav; states thatr when monochromatic light passes
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through a transparent medium, the rate of decrease in

intensity with the thickness of the medium is

proportional to the intensity of the light. This is

equivalent to stating that the intensity of the emitted

light decreases exponentially as the thickness of the

absorbing medium increases arithmetically, this can be

expressed as:

- dl = kl (1)
dt

where I is the intensity of the incident light of

wavelength

t is the thickness of the medium

k is a proportionality factor

Integrating (1) and I =IQ when t = 0

ln Zo = kt (2)
k

It = I0. e"" (3)

I is the intensity of the incident light falling

upon an absorbing medium of thickness t

1^ is the intensity of the transmitted light
k is a constant called the absorption coefficient

for the wavelength and absorbing medium used.

By changing from natural to Briggsian logarithms the
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following is obtained;

it = io.io-°'43it-3kt = i0.io Kt (4)

where K = k this iS usually termed the
2.3025

extinction coefficient.

The ratio 1^. is the fraction of the incident light
T~

o

transmitted by a thickness t of the medium and is

termed the transmission I. Its reciprocal I is the

It
opacity. The extinction E or absorbance A is given

Beer's Law

In quantitative analysis we are mainly concerned

with solutions as in this study. Beer studied the effect

of concentration of coloured constituent in solution

upon the light transmission or absorption * He found

the same relationship between transmission and concentration

as Lambert had discovered between transmission and

thickness of layer.

by:

A = log I° o (5)
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= I ,10-°*Wc

= Io.10-K'c (6)
Where c is the concentration

k' and K' are constants

Combining (4) and (6):

It = io.10-£ct (7)

loS !(, = £ot (8)
4

The value of£, the extinction coefficient depends on

the units in which c and t are expressed.

Expression (8) is the fundamental equation used

in quantitative determination of colorimetry and

spectrophotometry and is referred to as the Beer-

Lambert law.

It had been determined that the process of

polymerization proceeded through ring cleavage, the

proof leading to this conclusion will be discussed

fully in the following chapter. As this was the case

it was possible to follow the degree of polymerization

via the disappearance of ring vibration. The frequencies

of infra-red spectra of the isothiocyanate trimer have

been well assigned by Stahlberg and Steger ; from this

it was possible to choose a suitable ring vibration to
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follow (at 395 cm""'").
Calibration Curve

Bear law deviations frequently occur and result in

a non-linear but smooth relation between absorbance

and concentration. If it is ensured that the same slit

conditions are employed for sample and standard, non¬

linear absorbance vs. concentration nay be used.

A systematic error may be present in the

quantitative application of this law to infra-red

spectrometry, I may not be measured correctly, because

of background absorption arising from difference in

reflection and scattering between solvent and solution,

because of this the base line method (fig.9-) is employed.

It requires that a straight line be drawn across the base

such that it touches two points A and B tangentially. A

plot of log I against concentration was preoared and used
T~

as the calibration curve.

The sample thickness was chosen so that as far as
A

possible the transmittance lay between 259 and 509 »

Liq la id Polls

Demountable liquid cells with potassium bromide

windows clamped into place between a 1 mm spacer were

used for analysis. The actual path length of the liquid

cells was checked by observing the interference pattern

in the region where the peak to be used for analysis



Fig, 2

Wavelength
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occured. The interference pattern was observed in the

region 1000 - 850 cm" , for the cell marked reference

and the cell marked sample. The following relationship

was used to determine the actual path length.

Ll
t = 10 n

21^-^2)

t is path length in microns

n is the number of fringes between ^ and Jp
and ^ are the frequencies in cm~^ between
which the fringes are counted.

It was found that there were 10 fringes per 50 cm-"'"
within the specified range, both for the reference and

sample cells:

14. 5
• t = 10 x 10 = 10 microns = 1 mm.

2 x 50

for the purpose of the kinetic analysis, tubes

were filled with equal amounts of trimer. Each tube was

removed from the oil-bath after varying intervals at the

particular temperature of polymerization. The weight of

the trimer left in the tube after the reaction had

therefore to be assessed, this was done by applying the

infra-red technique, the principle of which has been

discussed.
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This' was accomplished, by examining the infra-red
✓

spectra,the peak, which occurred at the frequency of

895 cm-"'". The two halves of the broken reaction tube

were carefully rinsed in carbon tetrachloride, (for

spectroscopic use, obtained from B,D.H.chemicals Ltd),
and the resultant solution was transferred to a graduated

flask (10 cm^) and made up to the mark with further

quantities of carbon tetrachloride. It had. previously

been determined that carbon tetrachloride was transparent

in the required, range. The contents of each capsule was

treated in a similar manner. Each graduated flask

was carefully marked indicating temperature and the

time at the particular temperature. Part of the contents

of the graduated flask were transferred into the cells

by means of a hypodermic syringe , without the needle ,

which fitted into the openings mounted on the liquid

cells. After filling the orifices they were sealed with

special teflon plugs. The reference cell was filled with

pure solvent and the analysis performed using the

Perkin-Elmer Model 621 infra-red spectrophotometer.

The sample cell was rinsed thoroughly several times

using carbon tetrachloride before a new sample was

introduced,

Perkin-Elmer Model 621

This double beam instrument is a fully automatic

recording spectrophotometer utilizing a Nernst glower
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source and thremocouple detector. It uses Csl optics

and has a range 4000-200 cm"" .

It was possible using the '621', to expand the

band used for analysis to give an easily measured peak.

This is done by increasing the recorder pen deflection

for a given change in transmittance i.e. by expanding

the ordinate scale. If the pen deflection for a given

change in transmittance is multiplied by a factor, this

will lead to both signal and noise being multiplied by

the same^ factor, and there may be no gain in the

readability of the pen trace. The ratio of the recorded

signal to recorded noise level may be increased by

widening the slits to increase the signal, or by

slowing the attenuator response to decrease the recorded

noise, or both.

The procedure of quantitative analysis was

carried out using ordinate expansion. The slit width

was doubled from that normally employed. A reasonable

noise level (about 1% transmittance) was obtained by

reducing the attenuator speed control and the scan

time was set as required.

The procedure of ordinate expansion is a non-

routine operation and the precise steps to carry out

this procedure are outlined below.
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C

1) The controls were set as recommended/ and a survey

spectrum was run to determine the frequency and transmittance

to "be expanded.

2) The frequency was set at the high end of the region

of interest.

3) The expansion factor 'n' was determined, and was made

small enough to allow the recording in expanded region

of interest to be within the limits of recorder chart.

4) The pen was brought to a transmittance level equal

to or greater than 100 - 100, with the "scale position"
n

control. This prevented the pen from being driven against

the stop and possibly slipping on its cable, when the

'expansion' switch was set to a new position.

5) The 'expansion' switch was set to the d.esired position.

6) The 'scale position' was set to keep the pen on the

chart throughout the region of interest. The base line

of the region was kept close but not above the 100#

transmittance line.

7) The 'slit', 'slit program', 'attenuator speed',
5

'scan d.rive' and 'scan time' controls were set as recommended.
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8) The region of interest was scanned and the band

intensity and absorption frequency were noted.

9) Modification of the control settings made in step

7 were made to obtain satisfactory results.

10) To determine the actual transmittance at the point

in question in the expanded region, the following equation

could be used:

T = T - T - T
o op p

n

where T = actual transmittance at point of interest

on band.

Tq = actual transmittance at starting point of
band at IX

T = chart reading at starting point of expanded

band.

T^ = chart reading at point of interest.
n = expansion factor.

It was determined that the expansion factor

required lay in the region IX and 5X and the following

procedure was adopted in subsequent 'settings' of the

instrument.



a) The instrument was set at 0 and 100#

transmittance at 850 cm~^ with carbon tetrachloride in

both liquid cells.

j

b) The 'expansion' switch was left at IX, and the

sample beam blocked.

c) The pen was brought to (100 - 100)# transmittance
n

with the 'scale position' control.

/

d) The 'expansion' switch was set at \ - 5X, the pen

at 0# transmittance with the 'variable' # - 5X control.

The expansion was set at the preselected value of n.

Accuracy of the method infra-red analysis

It has been determined that an uncertainty

which occurs in the full scale in the transmittance.

measurements of - 0.3#, corresponds to an uncertainty

of approximately - 1# of measured absorbance and hence

solute concentration. Reproducibility tests show that

short term reproducibility of absorbance measurements

is better than - 0,5# of the measured absorbance^.
Accuracy of the concentration determination approaches

0.5# of the measured concentration.
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Effect of the size of the reaction vessel on the extent of

Reaction vessels of different volume were prepared

by sealing a glass tube to a B 14 cone# These tubes

were "necked" at different points on the length of the

sealed glass. The tubes were of the same internal

diameter, because of this it was possible to relate

length to volume. Eour vessels were prepared, the

ratio of volumes being 1:2:4:6 • Equal amounts of purified

trimer were weighed into the tubes. The tubes were

evacuated as described previously and sealed off at the

neck. Each sample of trimer was allowed to undergo

polymerization under the same conditions of time and
/

temperature. The degree of polymerization was determined

for each sample of trimer.

Solution and catalytic polymerization

The method described above for bulk thermal

polymerization was also used for catalytic and solution

polymerization, the reaction vessel being somewhat

larger for reactions in solution. The method of cleaning

the reaction tubes was the same,

Th© reaction tubes were filled with the appropriate

solution. A large amount of standard solution was
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prepared and stored in a graduated flask, this was

used for solution work. The sample solution in each

reaction vessel was frozen in liquid air and pumped

out on the vacuum line. The liquid air was removed to

allow the solidified solution to attain room temperature,

in this process dissolved air was removed from the solution.

The procedure was repeated till all the dissolved air had

been removed. The solution was finally frozen and pumped
_ZL

out to 10 torr, the capsule was sealed off.

Analysis

Analysis to determine the extent of polymerization

was the infra-red technique used for bulk (without

catalyst). It was further required to determine the products

formed during the catalytic bulk polymerization. Gas-

liquid chromatography was used for this purpose,

Peterminattion of the products formed during bulk-

catalytic polymerization
/

For this type of analysis, qualitative use of

the gas-liquid chromatograph was required.

The nature of the catalytic species in

polymerization was suspected, based on similar work done

using the chloride trimer. In order to confirm these

suspicions it was thought desirable to attempt to trace

the fate of the catalyst after polymerization. The contents

of each capsule were extracted with sodium-dried benzene

CAnalar'grade). The samples thus obtained were examined
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using a Griffen and George D-6 gas liquid chromatography

The column employed for analysis had previously been

prepared, it had been filled with Celite support and 5%

Apiezon L stationary phase. Both the carrier and reference

gases were nitrogen flowing at 1 cm^/second, The temperature

of the column v/as 130'C. The detector employed in this

instrument is a Martin Density balance.

The traces obtained showed other peaks other than

those due to the solvent benzene and trimer. The retention

times of the unknown peaks under these conditions were noted.

Benzonitrile was run through the column under similar

conditions. The retention time v/as noted. To check

conclusions reached another column with a different

stationary phase was used under exact conditions of flow

rate and temperature. Retention times for the products

and that of the known compound were checked and the

products were identified.

Polymerization of Phosphonitrile Chloride Trimer

Polymerization vessels similar to that used for

investigating the kinetics of polymerization of the

isothiocyanate trimer were used for the chloride analogue.

These were evacuated to the same degree, with samples

of chloride trimer in each vessel. The polymerization

v/as performed in an air oven set at a pre- determined

temperature (250'C) for a length of time (24- hours) to
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allow substantial polymerization to occur. Unreacted trimer

was removed by sublimation at 100*C in an evacuated system.

Tbe soluble polymer was obtained by allowing the

polymer produced to be agitated in sodium dried benzene,

('Analar' grade), over-night in a vessel protected from

atmospheric moisture by a calcium chloride guard tube.

Preparation of phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate polymer

from the chloride,'.polymer

Excessppotassium thiocyanate was allowed to react

with extracted soluble chloride polymer in benzene. A

slurry of notassium thiocyanate in benzene was added

to the soluble polymer over a period of 10 minutes

and the resulting solution was agitated at room

temperature for a period of 6 hours.

The soluble chloride polymer and the product of the

reaction of the soluble chloride polymer and potassium

thiocyanate were identified via their infra-red spectra.

To obtain spectra of the polymer samples, a small

quantity of the polymer solutions, in benzene, were placed

on a sodium chloride disc in a vacuum desiccator. The

solvent was removed by evaporation under vacuum. The

process was repeated until a sufficient quantity of

polymer was deposited on the disc to obtain a distinct

spectrum.
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CHAPTER 3 - RESUITS

Analysis of kinetic data

The method employed for the analysis of the

kinetic results was by the use of integrated rate

equations# From previous experience^ for the kinetic

study of the polymerization of phosphonitrilic chloride

trimer it has been shown that the kinetic data,

within the limits of experimental error, have fitted

zero, first and second order plots#

Zero order plots were prepared (fig. 3(a) - 3(f))

from the experimental results (table 1(a) - 1(e)).

From the plots reasonably straight lines were obtained.

The first order reaction may be represented

T » P

T= trimer P = polymer

It is assumed at the beginning of the reaction

(t = 0) the concentration of T is 'a' and that of

P is zero. If after time 't1 the concentration of

P is 'x', and that of T (a - x). The rate of formation
»

of P is dx , it can be derived for first order reactions
dt

that:-

In (a - x) = lna - kt

Where k = rate constant.
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Fron the results (table 1(a) - 1(e)), a plot of log^O
(100 - % polymerization) against time was prepared

fig. 4(a) - 4(e)). From the plots reasonably straight

lines were obtained.
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BULK POLYMERIZATION WITHOUT CATALYST

Table la

Temperature of polymerization 100*0

Time (minute s) Percentage
Trimer
Unreacted

! Percentage
Polymerization

LoSio (100-^p

105 92.83 7.17 1.9676

165 89.52 10.48 1.9519

225 87.30 12.70 1.9410

285 84.57 15.4-3 1.9273

Table lb

Temperature of polymerization 110*0

50 97.50 2.50 1.9890

60 93.74 6.26 1.9719

90 91.05 8.95 1.9592

120 86.92 13.08 1.9391

150 83.62 16.38 1,9223

Table lc

Temperature of polymerization 115*0

20 - - -

40 97.50 2.50 1.9890

60 94.06 5.94 1.9734

80 89.41 10.59 1.9513

130 80.89 19.11 1.9079
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Table Id-

Temperature of polymerization 120*C

Time (minutes) Percentage Percentage log-, 0 (100-^P)
Trimer Polymerization
Unreacted

30 96.49 3.51 1.9845

60 88.10 11.90 1.9450

90 80.72 19.28 1.9070

120 73.96 26.04 1.8690

152 66.99 33.01 1.8260

Table le

Temperature of polymerization 130*0
20 88.20 11.80 1.9455

40 73*75 26.25 1.8678

60 63.75 36.25 1.8044

80 52.25 47.75 1.7181

100 43.65 56.35 1.6400

Table 2

Time
(minutes)

$Poly.
Expt.

$Poly.
Zero Order

$Poly.
1st Order

#Poly.
Second Order

20 11.80 11.74^ 14.13 15.11

40 26.25 23.48 26.25^ 26.25^
60 36.25 35.22 36.66^ 34.81

80 47.75 46.96 45.60 41.58

100 56.35 58.70 53.28 47.08

Temperature of polymerization in table 2 is 130*0.
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BULK POLYMERIZATION WITH CATALYST

Table 3a

Temperature of polymerization 115*0 - 2%% Benzoic Acid

Time (minutes) Percentage Percentage
Trimer Polymerization
Unreacted

20 98.60 1.40

40 95.01 4.99

60 92.34 7.66

80 88.54 11.46

Table 3b

Temperature of polymerization 115 *C - 5°/o Benzoic Acid

20 86.00 14.00

40 84.25 15.75

60 80.00 20.00

80 78.27 21.73

Table 3c

Temperature of polymerization 125 *C - 2|$ Benzoic Acid

40 80.28 19.72

70 68.50 31.50

100 61.00 39.00

130 49.30 50.70
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Table 3d

Temperature of polymerization 125*0 - 5# Benzoic Acid

Time (minutes) Percentage Percentage
Trimer Polymerization
UnreacteA

4-0 61.30 38.70

70 57.50 4-2 • 50

100 53.4-0 4-6.60

130 4-2.00 58.00

SOLUTION POLYMERIZATION WITHOUT CATALYST

Concentration of trimer in carbon tetrachloride (0«04-g/cm^)
Table 4a

Temperature of polymerization 120*C

Time (minutes) Percentage Percentage
Trimer Polymerization
Unreacted

90 99.51 0.4-9

150 98.02 1.98

210 92.51 7.4-9

330 89.52 10.4-8

470 73.74- 26.26

Table 4-b

Temperature of polymerization 130*C

60 94-. 01 5.99

120 92.51 7.4-9

180 90.76 9.24-

24-0 89.00 11.00

300 77.20 22.80



It was not possible to find the order of reaction for

the catalysied polymerization reaction, or the

polymerization carried out in solution,

ANALYSIS Off PRODUCTS Off CATALYTIC POLYMERIZATION

Table 5

Retention times; Benzene 49,00 seconds

(PN(NCS)2)5 52,20 seconds
Benzonitrile 224,40 seconds

Retention time of product of polymerization (using

benzoic acid catalysis) corresponded to that of

benzonitrile.
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FIGURE 5 (over)

Plot of percentage polymerization against

time for bulk thermal polymerization at

130 C compared with theoretical plots for

various orders of reaction.
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CHAPTER 4.

DISCUSSION

The possible mechanism involved in the formation of the

phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate trimer and polymer, from

the phosphonitrilic chloride trimer and polymer.

The thiocyanate ion, which is commonly involved

in reactions, is a resonance hybrid, a nucleophilic

reagent and a pseudohalide. The effective reagent is the

thiocyanate ion NCS~ which is a nucleophile. It possesses

an ambident character.

S - C = N S = C = N

(I) (II)

I and II represent extreme resonance hybrid and it may

be supposed that the disposition of the charge over the

ion varies with its environment in a crystal. Infra-red

and X-ray diffraction data evidence indicates that the

major contribution comes from I to the extent of 70$"*"♦
For reactions of alkali-metal thiocyanates the

nucleophilic power of the thiocyanate ion is known in

approximately quantitative terms in relation to that of
2

other nucleophilic reagents";-
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S205 y HS~) I~> NGS~> PhHH^ Br~> Cl"^ AcO" .

The position of thiocyanate is between iodide and
✓

bromide but closer to the former, .which accords with the

degree of pseudohalogen character found in SON group.

There is little mechanistic evidence documented

concerning the formation of isothiocyanates from

thiocyanate reagents, other than an isomerization

reaction being involved.

The mechanism of isomerization of alkyl
g

thiocyanates has been reviewed by Bava-' , and this work

gives some indication of a possible mechanism of the

formation of the isothiocyanate trimer and polymer via

a thiocyanate reagent. There appears to be two main

pathways generally available for the change:-

R - SON > R - NCS

These are:-

(a) Ionization and

(b) Kucleophilic attach by the N-atom of the

thiocyanate ion.
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A third pathway, an intramolecular non-ionic cyclic

mechanism, is available to allylic thiocyanates, and

possibly to other rearranging substrates.

Isomerization of organic thiocyanates to ,

4 5
isothiocyanates has been known for nearly a century

and it is a process frequently resorted to for synthetic

purposes.

The ionization mechanism has been proposed , ,
✓

g n o
simultaneously by different groups of investigators, '''

and is based essentially on:-

(a) a general parallelism between the "ease"

of isomerization and the stability of the carbonium ion

derived from the parent thiocyanate, and

(b) catalysis by electrophilic reagents.

Primary thiocyanates (n-butyl) cannot be induced
✓

n

to isomerize at all', secondary thiocyanates (sec.-butyl)

can be isomerized (but in low conversion) by boiling
J

in the presence of an electrophilic catalyst, for
*

example zinc chloride (ZnCl^)^, and tertiary thiocyanates
(t-butyl) can be isomerized readily at room temperature

Q
in the presence of ZnC^ • Benzyl thiocyanate is reported
to isomerize in good yield (70$) upon distillation at

atmospheric pressure at 250*C"^.
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X
Tracer and stereochemical evidence is reported

which indicates the ionization mechanism is not the

simple dissociation

R - SON ; x R+ + SCN~" » R - NCS

The results suggest an internal ion-pair mechanism*

R - RON * R+ SCIT ; N R+ + SON" (II)
(I)

R - NCS (III)

The above simple mechanistic scheme accounts for

the results discussed by Fava. It assumes the formation

of a single ion-pair R+SCN"" which may either dissociate

(II) into carbonium and thiocyanate ion or revert back

to the covalent state (III) or (I) with either S or N

atom to give thiocyanate or isothiocyanate respectively*

Allyl thiocyanates have long since been known to

isomerize with much greater ease than other systems

(e.g. benzyl) of comparable electron releasing ability.

This outstanding behaviour has been attributed to the

allylic moiety providing a path to isomerization

through an intramolecular rearrangement^"^. The correctness
J

of this view was proved by Numm and Richter, who showed
✓

that upon heating, crotyl thiocyanate is converted to c£-
12

methylallyl isothiocyanate .
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CH^CH = CH - CH2 - SON 7CH^OHC -NCS)CH = CH2

More recently Iliceto and Fava have similarly shown

that ~ dimethyl allyl thiocyanate give 0( oC dimethyl
1-5

allyl isothiocyanate .

IT CH2-SCN R1R2C
NCS

13 14Tbe above mechanism has been suggested - ' .

Isomerization by direct displacement by SCN"~«
_ . ....... . _

^

The ambident nucleophilic reactivity of thiocyanate ion,

equally applies to inorganic chemistry. It is well known

that in a metal thiocyanate the SON group may bind either
15

at nitrogen or sulphur in mononuclear compounds as well

as to both atoms in polynuclear ones"*"^.

The ambident nucleophilic reactivity of thiocyanate ion

This nucleophile may attack an electrophilic centre

with either S or N; The isomerization path represents a

displacement by the N"~ end of SCN"~.

_ \ r \ I _

SCN —— C » SON > I SON C SCNj » SCN - + SCN
A
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This contention is based upon the effect of variable

sodium thiocyanate (NaSCN) upon the rate of isomerization

of organic thiocyanates such as primary ones which

because of their nature, are expected not to isomerize

appreciably by the ionization mechanism. It has been

shown that the contribution of the ionization mechanism

is negligible and the ionization arises entirely from

a path which involves one molecule of organic thiocyanate

and one thiocyanate ion. It seems most reasonable to

identify this path with direct displacement as shown

above.

It is tentatively suggested that the initial

reaction between the phosphonitrilic chloride trimer,
/

potassium thiocyanate, is a straightforward nucleophilic

attack by the thiocyanate ion 5 — C = N as indicated in

(I). This is followed by a rapid and complete isomerization
X

(II), by an ionic mechanism suggested by lava^ for the

alkyl thiocyanates.



(I)

CI /^Cl
\l/

P +K+ SCN-

\

CI W SCN

^P* + CI"
/ \

N N

NCS SCN

N

P <r-

NCS \ ^SCN
~N

+ CI"

SCN NCS
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The isomerization itfhich occurs in the allylic compounds

is discounted on the grounds that no rearrangement takes

place in the phosphonitrilic system. The nucleophilic

attack by the N - atom is discounted in the case of the

isothiocyanate trimer as this would involve the use of

excess potassium thiocyanate. Stoicometric quantities

were used in the preparation of the trimer (refer page

25» this thesis).
/

The isomerization appears to be complete, Raman
17

and infra-red evidence submitted by Steger and Stahlberg

show evidence of the existence of absorption due solely
*

to the presence of the isothiocyanate grouping. These

assignments are documented in Chapter (I).

The mechanism involved in the formation of the

phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate polymer

The phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate polymer was

produced via two synthetic routes:

1) the direct polymerization of the phosphonitrilic

isothiocyanate trimer at elevated temperatures.

2) the synthetic reaction of the phosphonitrilic

chloride polymer and potassium thiocyanate*

The infra-red spectrum of the products obtained

via both methods was examined (fig 8a - 8c).
The mechanism for the polymerization of the

phosphonitrilic chloride is well documented. It has been
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18
established that it proceeds via a ring cleavage

and various mechanisms by which this cleavage occurs

have been put forward. It follows that the polymerization

of the isothiocyanate trimer must also proceed through

a ring cleavage, as the infra-red spectra of the

isothiocyanate polymer obtained from the chloride

polymer corresponds to the infra-red spectra of that

obtained direct from the isothiocyanate trimer.

Further evidence is shown by observation of the

disappearance of the peak at 895 cm""'*', a diagrammatic

representation is shown of this fig. 9(a) - 9(i)« The

infra-red peak has almost completely disappeared after

7 hours at a temperature of 130*C. A general broadening

of the peaks occurred as the polymerization proceeded,

this characteristic of infra-red spectrum due to

polymeric species.

The spectra were obtained by allowing a quantity

of phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate trimer to polymerize

(at a temperature of 130*C) on a sodium chloride disc.

The reaction was carried out under vacuum. The disc was

removed at specified times, and the spectrum was recorded.

The technique of obtaining a deposit of trimer on the

sodium chloride disc is that described on page 4-1,

Polymerization mechanism

Two types of reaction mechanism have been proposed
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to explain the polymerization of the phosphonitrilic

chloride trimer, The first involves a free radical
19 20 21chain process ' and the second n?eq;viirQs an

22 26 24 26
ionic-type polymerization mechanism" ' ' .

The latter explanation is also applicable to the

polymerization of the phosphonitrilic isothiocyanate

trimer. The possibility of a free radical mechanism

being responsible seems unlikely in the case of the

isothiocyanate trimer. The use of electron spin resonance

spectroscopy in vacuum §.t temperatures up to lJO'C

shows no evidence of the presence of free radical
26

species in the polymerizing reaction mixture •

The schemes which will be proposed for the

thermal polymerization of the phosphonitrilic

isothiocyanate trimer suggests that completlely

substituted trimers not containing halogen or pseudo-

halogen atoms, and therefore incapable of undergoing

ionization, should not be capable of thermal polymerization.

This is supported by the collected data given in

table 6, where the results of attempted polymerization

of various substituted phosphonitrilic trimers are

recorded. It will be seen that halogen phosphonitrilic

trimers, mixed halogen trimers and the isothiocyanate

trimer, which has considerable pseudo-halogen character,

all undergo thermal polymerization vdiereas completely

substituted derivatives do not polymerize but undergo
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Table 6

Substituted trimer Experimental observations Ref.

(a) Halogen and
mixed halogen trimers

Phosphonitrilic bromides Polymerize at 250-300*C 30,31

(PNBr2)5
Phosphonitrilic fluorides

(PNP2)j Polymerize on heating 32,33
for 15hrs at 350*0 in an

autoclave.

Mixed fluoroclilorides Polymerize on heating 33,34

(PNX2)^ to 300#C under pressure,
(X = P,C1).

(b) Completely
substituted derivatives.

Hexaphenyl (PN(CgH^)2Decomposes at elevated 33 »35
temperatures with
evolution of side chain,

Hexamethyl (PN(CH^)2)^ No polymerization at 30
350-400'C but undergoes
decomposition,

Hexaethyl (PN(C2H^)2)^ Decomposes at elevated 33,35
temperatures with
evolution of side chain.

Hexaethoxide Decomposes when heated 30

(PN(0C2H5)2)5 to 90-180*C«
Phosphonitrilamides Extensive thermal 37

(PN(NH2)2), decomposition on heating,
Phosphonitrilic Polymerize at 38
isothiocyanates temperatures above IqO'C.

(PN(NCS)2)3
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thermal decomposition. Evidence for an ionic

polymerization mechanism arose initially from the
22 26

investigation of catalyzed reaction ' involving the

phosphonitrilic chloride trimer. It was observed that

the compounds which accelerated the polymerization were

those which might reasonably be expected to remove

a chloride ion from phosphorus in (NPC1 and it

was proposed that even in the uncatalyzed reactions,

polymerization was preceded by thermal ionization of
23 24-

the chloride trimer .In this study it has been

shown that polymerization of the phosphonitrilic

isothiocyanate trimer is accelerated by one of the

groups of catalysts involved in the catalytic

polymerization of the chloride trimer i.e. benzoic acid.

It is proposed in the case of the isothiocyanate trimer,

because of the pseudo-halide nature of the

isothiocyanate group, that in the bulk polymerization

without catalyst the polymerization is preceded by

thermal ionization as in the case of the chloride

trimer,

Initiation in the uncatalyzed thermal

polymerization could involve one of three bond cleavages
27

to give (a) a diradical (b) a zwitterion or (c) an'.ion pair .

The existence of a diradical species seems unlikely

for two reasons. First the P-N bond in the phosphonitrilics

has sufficiently high ionic character that homopolar



 



cleavage of a skeletal bond would be far less

favoured than iieteropolar cleavage to give species

such as (b),(page 64). Secondly attempts to detect free

radical species by use of electron spin resonance

spectroscopy in air or in a vacuum at temperatures up
27

to 25'0aC for the chloride trimer ' , and in a vacuum

26
up po temperatures of 130*C for the isothiocyanate trimer

were unsuccessful.

If polymerization were to proceed through

heteropolar cleavage of the skeletal bonds as in

(b),(page 64), and if appreciable concentrations of

such zwitterionic species are present during the

polymerization, an increase in the overall dielectric

constant of the reaction mixture should be evident as

the temperature is raised. Capacitance experiments

performed at temperatures up to 253*6 during polymerization

of phosphonitrilic chloride trimer showed rapid and

irreversible increase in the dielectric constant after

27
initiation of polymerization had occurred . It is

thought that this is due to the presence of open chain

polarizable species in the reaction mixture , though
*

not necessarily to simple derivatives of type (b),(page 64)
Ionization of a chloride ion from phosphorus

as in (c),(page 64), should lead to an increase in

the conductance of the molten reaction mixture,which
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in fact was noted from 1.7 mho cm""'*' x 10*"*" at 120'C

to 6250 mho cm""'" x 10"'""'" at 253*0. This conductance

was not totally reversible when the temperature was
27

lowered ' . No conductivity or dielectric constant

measurements have been made during the polymerization

of the phosphonitrilic isotliiocyanate trimer. An

analogy can be made due to the pseudo-halogen nature

of the isothiocyanate group relating the available

experimental evidence of the chloride trimer to the

isothiocyanate trimer.

Discussion of kinetic data

Straight lines do fit the experimental points

very well in the zero order (fig,3(a) - 3(f)) and

first order plots (fig.4(a) - 4(e)) with perhaps the

exception of the zero order plot at 130'C (fig.3(e))»

although the origin is not a common point. In work

on the kinetic investigation of the polymerization of

phosphonitrilic chloride trimer reported by MacCallum
25

and Werninck ^ good straight lines could be drawn for

zero,first and second order kinetics, although as in

the present study the origin was not a common point.

It was decided to investigate the polymerization

reaction at low conversion in order to avoid

complications arising from increased viscosity of
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the polymer and onset of gelation due to cross-linking .

Mathematically it seems inconceivable that a

good straight line can be drawn for different order

kinetics. Below ^0% conversion it can be difficult to

distinguish between zero,first and second order reactions

unless the reaction is defined with pin-point accuracy.

Neither the method of analysis adopted in this study

nor the MacCallum Werninck^-' study can claim this.

In the present study the reaction which most

favours the possibility of deciding the order is that

done at 130*0 , where the percentage conversion was taken

to 56/. It is assumed that at least one of the experimental

points is accurate. The whole course of the conversion/

time curve can be drawn for zero, first and second order.

In the results given in table 2 the points which are

assumed to lie on,or nearly on a given plot are marked

with an asterisk. Figure 5 represents the three curves

drawn from the theoretical results calculated from the

experimental run at 130*0. It can be concluded that it

is probably not second order, but no distinction can

be made between first and zero order. The percentage

conversion was not carried above 33/ in the experimental

runs between 100 and 120*0 therefore no conclusion

about order of reaction can be reached in these

cases.
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In both the work carried out by MacCallum and
25t/erninck and by the author the origin is not a

common point in any of the plots except in the case of

the present study at 130#C. The presence of an induction

period seens the most likely explanation. Induction

pox'iods have been noted in solution polymerization at
po

210'C of phosphonitrilic chloride trimer in ether

and the bulk polymerization of phosphonitrilic chloride
pq

trimer using benzoic acid as a catalyst . The induction

period was shown to vary with polymerization
29

temperature. It was suggested by Gimblett that in

the latter case an unstable entity was formed between

catalyst and trimer, the subsequent breakdown leading

to polymerization of the trimer. An induction period

could be explained by assuming that the initiation reaction

is suppressed until temperature equilibration is

reached. The period of induction did not exceed

30 minutes and is not wholely temperature related.

It is not possible to deduce the initial behaviour at

100'C and one would have expected a shorter period of induction

at 115*0. Close investigation seems desirable at very

low conversions taken at shorter time intervals to

elucidate more clearly the behaviour of the trimer

during this 'period of induction'.
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Ionic polymerization mechanism

Polymerization mechanisms can be classified into

three types according to whether the growing chain-end

is a free radical, a cation or an anion as shown below.

^A-B* + (AB) ^a(AB)n-A-B* free radical
/NA-B+ + (AB )n ^ ^-(AB)n-A-B+ cat ionic
^A-B" + (AB) 'XAB) -A-B~" anionic

The initial radical anion or cation may be formed

by simple homolytic or heterolytic cleavage of a

skeletal bond, or it may be formed under the influence

of a catalyst. In ionic polymerization a catalyst

compound usually functions as a counterion.

As has already been stated a free radical

mechanism seems to be unlikely and with the available

evidence it is not possible to say whether the

growing chain end is a cation or an anion. Therefore

a cationic and an anionic mechanism will be proposed.

In cationic polymerization initiation can be

assumed to occur in two stages (a) and (b),(pagel^)

TX ~ * T+ X" (a)

T+ X- + TX ^ TX-T+ X"(b)
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In stage (a) the formation of an ion pair occurs

from a trimer molecule TX, this ion pair then reacts

with a further trimer molecule in stage (b) to give

the initial growing polymer ion. The overall rate

constant for the initiation process is k^ and the
rate of initiation is given by

Ri = k±[TX] [T+] (1)

The steady state condition is assumed and the above

equation only holds in these circumstances. The

propagation step may be seen in reaction step (c)

tx—t+ x"" + tx ■) (tx)2-t"i" x~

(tx)n_2. t+ + tx •> (tx)n-t+ x" (c)

The rate of propagation is given by

rp = kp [txJ y[(tx)nt+ (2)

where kp equals the overall rate constant for the
propagation process, and the rate of this step

may be put equal to the rate of polymerization in

the steady state.^ |(TX)nT+ is the total concentration
of growing cations in the system under these reaction
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conditions# Finally termination occurs in step (d)

(TX)n- T+ X~ ^ (TX) — TX (a)

The rate of termination is given by

= (TX)n—T+ X" (3)

The steady state condition is assumed to apply then

R. = Rm and:1 T

k±[Tx] [T+] = k^'\ [(TX)n— T+ X (4)

\ [(TX)n_T+) = k±L " h [x-]
(5)

If the value for (TX)n—T" is substituted in

equation (5)> the overall rate of polymerization may

be written as:

P Vi TX
2

kT >"]

Since T+ and X~ ions are produced in equimolar amounts

on initiation, then [t*J = X"
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rp = Vi H2

i.e. the reaction is second order with respect to TX.

An anionic mechanism is consistent to the apparent

susceptibility of the trimeric phosphonitrilic trimers

to nucleophilic attack. In the anionic polymerization

(page 76) initiation occurs by the formation of a

zwitterion from a trimer molecule TX at elevated

temperatures.

The overall rate constant for the initiation is given by:

The steady state condition is assumed. The propagation

step may be seen in reaction step (2)

+X-T~ + TX —} +X-TX-T"~

+X-(TX)--1T~+ TX —> +X-(TX)n-T~ (2)

TX +X-T~ (1)

Ri = ki +X~T~ (a)

and the rate of this step which may be put equal to

the rate of polymerization in the steady state:
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Ep = kp[lx]\[+X-(TX)n-T (b)

where
+.
X-(TX) -T" is the total concentration of

growing" anions in the system under the reaction conditions.

The termination reactions are shown in steps 3 and 4-,

Step 3 is an intramolecular process, yielding

linear soluble macromolecules and the final step 4

is the addition of an anion (where Y~ = RCS) to the

positively charged terminal phosphorus atom.

HX-(TX)n-T~ —> +X-(TX)n+1 + Y" (3)

+X-(TX)n+i + Y" YX-(TX>n+1

The rate of termination is expressed by:

•Rip - hp\/ L X-(TX)n~ T"

(4)

(c)

The steady state conditions are assumed to apply then

(a)
R± - Rt:

ki
+.

X—T = l^Vp'X-CTX^-T"
+.

'X-(TX)n- T" ki
% >-]



Substituting the value of +X-(TX)n— T" in (b):

Vi TX [+X-T~|
^T

(f)

But ^X-T — TX because of the equilibrium reaction

which occurs in the initiation step (1), hence the

reaction is second order with respect to TX.

It is not possible to deduce the order of
✓

reaction from the experimental results, therefore

the course of the initiation reaction is difficult

to predict. Future research will have to follow

the reaction at lower conversions (below 50$) with

a continuous method of analysis, following the

same reaction very accurately, or carry out an

investigation of the polymerization beyond

50$ conversion.
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Discussion of the catalyzed polymerization reaction

It was found that benzoic acid catalyzed the

polymerization reaction of the phosphonitrilic

isothiocyanate trimer. Gimblett'^, liacCallum and

WernincS: have studied the bulk polymerization'

of the ph.osph.onitr.il ip dhloride trimer by benzoic

acid. An unusua! feature of Gimblett 's results was

the observation of the existence of an induction

period the lepghh ox which varied with the temperature

of polymerization.

••••The results-'of the polymerization of the

phoep'honitrilic isothiocyanate trimer show an initial

rapid, polymeri-z-a-td'on taking place. This is apparent

in the case of polymerisation occur in?* at 115'C using

5$ catalysis and at the,higher temperature of reaction

fXg . t)

The: volatile/.,products. .of. benzoic acid-catabysed

polymerization were-: examined by using gas-liquid

chromatography• The direct breakdown product, of the

benzoic acid was found to t/e benzonitrile. No other

species was detected.for conversion under 50% at

temperatures' of .reaction of 115*0 and 125 *0.

Tlic nature of. the breakdown products of the

catalysed polymerization of phosphonitrilic chloride

trimer has been studied by MacCallum and VJerninclc.



The direct breakdown products of benzoic acid wore

found to be benzoj^l chloride and benzonitrile. A

mechanism has been proposed and is shown below(p.$0),

The production of benzonitrile is explained in

steps (0) and (9) where benzonitrile is produced at the

expense of benzoyl chloride.

It is proposed that in the case of the isothiocyanate

trimer, because of the psuedo-halide nature of the

isothiocyanate group, a similar ionic mechanism occurs.

The benzoyl isothiocyanate which is formed in stage (6)

being completely replaced in stages (8) and (9) by the

formation of benzonitrile.

The lower, temperature at which the phosphonitrilic

isthiocyanate trimer polymerizes under the influence of

the catalyst, compared to the phosphonitrilic chloride

trimer, may be attributed to the effect of temperature

on the catalyst equilibrium.

Solution polymerization

Solution polymerization was studied over a temperature

range lOO'C/lyO'C in an attempt to be able to obtain

kinetic data which could be analysed via the differential

method, which is regarded as more accurate for the

determination of the order of reaction.

It was found that below a temperature of 120*C the

degree of polymerization was so low that it was not

detectable. At temperatures of 120*C the rate of
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polymerization was lower by a factor of 4 compared to the

bulk study and by a factor of 7 at a temperature of 130*0,
The results of these studies are shown in fig. *7

The reluctance of the trimer to polymerize in

solution may be attributed to the effect of solvent on

the dissociation of the trimer.
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